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concept
A system to reduce the environmental 

impact of industrial fishing, using smart 
materials and the Internet of Things to 

streamline the tuna seining process. 
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SUNRISE ANOCHECER

CREW 
WAKES UP

THE SEARCH
BEGGINS

2ND DEPLOYMENT1st DEPLOYMENT

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

BREAK

The net can tangle 
itself or carry away 
crew members if it is 
not properly deployed. 

Tangles 

Whilst the fish is 
uploaded onboard the 
crew has to asses the 
damage and tag any 
ragged parts with bold 
colours.

Rag tagging

The “bag” of the purse 
net is the most 
important part yet the 
most vulnerable.

Checking the bag

36 hecatres of net 
hace to be checked 
and repaired in a 
very small surface.

Limited space

Damage 
evaluation and 
repair.

The boat 
describes a 
circular path.

The purse Retrieval
The puretic 
power block 
lifts tons of 
fish and net

Filling of the tanks

Captured tuna fish 
are stored with salt 
and water in tanks.

Seasickness

The sewing of 
different pieces of 
net is the activity 
most prone to 
cause seasickness.

Sun burnsInjuries

The repetitive 
nature of the net 
repairment 
technique leads to 
numorous muscle 
and tendon injuries.

Se reparan los 
aparejos.

Main Issues

CREW
ROUTINE

Deployment 
Stages

Fishing  
protocol

3RD DEPLOYMENT 4TH DEPLOYMENT 5TH DEPLOYMENT

! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

05.00am 12.10pm 02.00pm11.30pm08.00am 07.00am

0h 3h1h 2h

User Journey Map 
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Boatswain + Net Master
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Main isssues



Strategy

Find
ghost nets

Repair swiftly Reduce the 
impact

1 2 3

Locate and recover lost 
pieces of net.

Find the problem and save 
time looking for problems.

Completely lost fragments will 
biodegrade in 5 years time.



Economical Social

Environmental

Less ghost nets 

Higher comfort for workers
Less Injuries

Higher efficiency in 
fishing operations

Less work time

Impact
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RFID 
Tags

BioNet RFID Reader App

Search

Push to search

Search Search

J3 103º 121m

N

Search

J3 103º 121m

N

Search

J3 23m 507m

Search

An integrated system
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Printed Electronics 
antenna

PE + d2w additive

Biodegradable
Pin

Piece 1

Piece 2

Thermal welding

Tags
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Start the 
app.

Notification 
on incidents!

Final report

KEY

Net BoatMaximum
Bluetooth
Range

iBeacon
range

Sequence of use 

Start the 
app.

Notification 
on incidents!

Final report

KEY

Net BoatMaximum
Bluetooth
Range

iBeacon
range

2-4’ Establishing the purse seine
20-30’ Closing the lacing

1-2h Transfering
the fish

1-2h Forming the  bag
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Net completely
pulled out





Information

Location
27°58’N 15°36’W

Time
12:15:21

Net Part
b7
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Find Repair Share

Actions

in the sorroundings onboard with NGO’s
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Thank you 

alejandroplasencia.com


